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Jobless rate sinks to 15-year low
Report comes amid signs that
employers in Sonoma County,
beyond aggressively recruiting
By BILL SWINDELL
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Sonoma County’s unemployment rate
in May dipped to 3.5 percent, its lowest
level in more than 15 years and another
signal of the buyer’s market that has taken hold for local job seekers.
The county’s jobless rate decreased
from April’s 3.8 percent, according to

preliminary figures released Friday by
the state Employment Development Department.
The last time the unemployment rate
has been this low was in March 2001, before the telecom crash that caused massive layoffs throughout Sonoma County.
The report comes amid signs that local
employers are aggressively recruiting,
especially in certain impacted areas such
as hospitality and construction.
For example, Calistoga employers last
month held a job fair in Santa Rosa with
an offer of shuttle service to attract new
hires from Sonoma County.

“We have gone from recovery to expansion,” said Ben Stone, executive director
of the Sonoma County Economic Development Board.
Stone noted that certain industries
hit hard during the recession, such as
finance and construction, have rebounded. Total employment in Sonoma County
increased by 1,200 workers from April to
May, to a total of 207,500, with construction jobs growing by 200.
Farm payrolls grew by 1,000 workers
in the county in the same period, though

EMPLOYMENT AT A GLANCE
Sonoma County’s unemployment rate in May
came in below the state and U.S. rates, according
to preliminary data released Friday.
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GAY WINE WEEKEND » In the Orlando tragedy’s aftermath,
LGBT community grows closer, stronger and more determined

‘Bigger, better, bolder’

Sebastian Coe
President of the International
Association of Athletics Federations

Russian
team out
of Rio
Olympics
Penalty dealt to track
athletes for widespread
doping by country
By REBECCA R. RUIZ
NEW YORK TIMES
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A TIME FOR REFLECTION: Orlando resident Steve Yacovelli, center, kisses his husband, Richard Egan, while talking with friends about the nightclub massacre during a
reception for Gay Wine Weekend on Friday in Sonoma. Many at the reception said the attack has prompted the LGBT community to reflect on violence directed toward them.
By MARTIN ESPINOZA
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

S

teve Yacovelli left downtown Orlando, Fla.,
and came to California just as news of the
nation’s worst mass shooting spread across
the city, the nation and the world. Yacovelli, 45,
and his husband, Richard Egan, 53, live about a
mile from Pulse, a gay nightclub where a massacre claimed the lives of 49 people and injured
53 others early Sunday.
Yacovelli said he could hear helicopters flying
overhead responding to the horrific scene, and
details of the shooting began emerging in his
Facebook feed.
On Friday, five days after the shooting, Yacovelli and Egan attended a reception for the kickoff

of the popular Gay Wine Weekend in Sonoma
Valley. In the Rodeo room of MacArthur Place
Hotel & Spa, the couple, along with dozens of
others, sipped red and white wines and ate hors
d’oeuvres, enjoying a moment of levity, laughter and smiles after a week of deep sorrow and
anger.
Yacovelli said he, Egan and their friends considered not attending the weekend event, which
attracts gay and lesbian couples from all over the
world. But they did not want an act of homophobia to dictate their lives.
“We discussed it ... should we or shouldn’t we?
We decided if we don’t, then they win,” he said.
For many attending Friday night’s reception,
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“We are a
community
that has always
faced adversity
our entire lives.”
GARY SAPERSTEIN,

co-founder of Out in
the Vineyard, a Sonoma-based
tour and event company

ORLANDO UNITED
Residents say the nightclub attack
has brought the city together / B1

Russia’s track and field team
is barred from competing in the
Olympic Games this summer
because of a far-reaching doping conspiracy, an extraordinary punishment without precedent in Olympics history.
The International Association
of Athletics Federations, the
governing body
for track and ON THE CUSP
field,
known OF DISASTER?
as the IAAF, Rio officials
announced the declare “state of
decision
Fri- public calamity”
day, ruling in just weeks before
a unanimous Olympics / A8
vote that Russia had not done enough to restore global confidence in the
integrity of its athletes.
Russia won 18 medals in track
and field — including eight golds
— at the last Summer Olympics.
But when the Rio Games begin
on Aug. 5, no track and field
athletes will compete under the
Russian flag. Not even East Germany, which conducted a notorious doping scheme throughout the 1960s, ’70s and ’80s, faced
such a penalty.
“Politics was not playing a
part in that room today,” SebasTURN TO OLYMPICS » PAGE A8

US powers up 1st nuclear reactor in ages
By CHRIS MOONEY
WASHINGTON POST

SPRING CITY, Tenn. — In an immaculate control room at the Watts
Bar nuclear plant, green bars flash on
a large screen, signaling something
that has not happened in the United
States in two decades.
As control rods lift from the water in
the core and neutrons go about the business of splitting uranium atoms, life
comes to a new nuclear reactor — the
first in the country since its sister reac-
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tor in the region was licensed in 1996.
Authorities expect the new reactor
at this complex along the Chickamauga Reservoir, a dammed section of the
Tennessee River extending northward
from Chattanooga, to steadily generate enough electricity to power 650,000
homes by summer’s end. Although the
opening of a new nuclear facility used
to draw protesters and angry rhetoric, the Tennessee Valley Authority’s
Watts Bar 2 reactor has been mostly
welcomed by local residents — and
even some advocates concerned about
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climate change.
“It’s a big step forward for clean energy, and we really have to be pushing
that as hard as we can for the sake of
the climate — all sources of clean energy, which includes nuclear,” MIT atmospheric scientist Kerry Emanuel said.
He and a group of influential climate scientists, led by former NASA
researcher James Hansen, have recently made a strong push for nuclear,
arguing that the energy source “will
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becomes the set for a Netflix series on bullying
by the director of the movie “Spotlight” / A3

SHAWN POYNTER / NEW YORK TIMES, 2014

Officials expect the Watts Bar nuclear plant in Spring
City, Tenn., will generate enough electricity to power
650,000 homes by the end of the summer.
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